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Robust development of the technology brought us autonomous handheld devices with big variety of
applications to serve and entertain users. To perform functionality and stability testing of the embedded
system itself, and the applications of interest, various testing tools come to help. Some of them were
initially designed for the desktop operating systems; some are specifically made to work on handhelds.
The biggest difficulty in terms of user interaction automation causes GUI testing which requires visual
recognition. The way machines work with images is different from that of a human. Simple tasks like
finding and image on the screen and interacting with it may need sophisticated graphics matching
algorithms, which most of the current testing tools try to avoid. This study is mainly dedicated to the
GUI testing of handheld devices. Sikuli testing tool which works with images will be introduced,
compared with other existing tools and evaluated. We would be able to see how far are modern GUI
testing tools from the stability and reliability of the old ones, which were based on the command-line
interface. Nevertheless, their performance is good enough to perform basic tests, and combined several
tools’ functionality gives us almost complete set of accessories to create, test and debug applications
within the system, as well as test the system itself. Also, open-source philosophy gives a good chance
for outside contribution to the existing tools, boosting their future development.

1. Introduction
Over the past years, handheld devices had been playing an important role in human lives, and
their popularity keeps growing. People value them for the mobility and good performance, while
keeping relatively small size and weight. More and more data on the web was adjusted to be viewed or
played on the handhelds. Moreover, lots of different applications were developed either to make our
lives easier or to amuse the user. But behind the hundreds of apps on Android Market or Apple Store
lies tremendous amount of work of different designers and/or developers. And what will they do to
evaluate the outcome of their product, and record and/or predict user interaction? This is where
different Testing techniques come at hand.
Similarly to the regular (designed for the desktop systems) software development process, main
possibilities to perform functionality and stability testing of the embedded systems may be divided into
subcategories: through CLI (Command-Line Interface) or through GUI (Graphical User Interface);
alternatively, manual testing or automatic testing may be considered as two options. And, despite the
fact that it is possible to handle tests using human power, it’s quite obvious that machine testing would
be preferable. While human senses are still way better than artificial ones, we are loosing to the
computers in routine tasks performance from the perspective of time and cost. Several years ago this
meant CLI automated testing to perform basic operations was the only possible non-human option and
was considered as good enough. But, most of the modern applications have more and more
sophisticated GUIs, making it hard to record and predict the outcome using just command line scripts.
And how the machine will handle non-routine tasks? Is it possible for a computer or handheld device to
simulate humanlike interaction such as cursor movement or react to a specific visual event, say,
appearance of an image on the screen? Turns out it is possible, and this article is dedicated to the
automated GUI testing on the example of such software as Sikuli. Also, it’ll describe similar works and
show how the GUI testing script could be applied to the handheld devices using Android environment
and evaluate the performance of the testing.
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2. Background
Now let’s take a closer look at the software called Sikuli, which was specifically designed to
perform visual tasks which an average user does all the time: cursor movements, clicks and drag-anddrops, image recognition, and so on, and so forth.
What is Sikuli?
Sikuli is an open-source research project. It is maintained by User Interface Design Group, MIT
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL) and supported in part by the
National Science Foundation. This software includes Sikuli Script, a visual scripting API for Jython,
and Sikuli IDE, an integrated development environment for writing visual scripts with screenshots
easily. Sikuli Script automates anything you see on the screen without internal API's support [1].
Basically, it gives us an environment to write and execute a script using Python syntax, utilizing
screenshot pictures as function inputs. To be more specific, it is made to run the so-called Jython codes
with extended functionality, where Jython stands for a Java-Python symbiosis. It is an implementation
of Python for the JVM. Jython takes the Python programming language syntax and enables it to run on
the Java platform. This allows seamless integration with the use of Java libraries and other Java-based
applications [2]. Such choice of language is not accidental – it allows Sikuli script to keep relatively
simple syntax of Python, using the full cross-platform functionality of Java! We also should note that
Sikuli adds its own libraries, which makes it an impressively powerful tool.
While running Sikuli IDE, with just a few clicks even inexperienced user is able to create a
code consisting of a bunch of functions. Then, using internal screenshot capturing tool, he or she could
add several screenshots to serve as objects (regions) to call functions upon, or inputs (images) to
interact with. Regions help us to narrow active workspace for Sikuli, while images are its main targets
to find, move, click etc. Also, pictures have their own parameters, such as an offset from the center to
interact with, number of matches to take into account or minimal similarity coefficient to consider a
part of screen found as a requested image.
How does Sikuli work?
Sikuli IDE gives an interface, shown in Fig. 1, to create, execute or even run scripts in step-bystep manner. On the left we can see a bunch of most commonly used functions (suck as find, wait, click,
etc.), while the control buttons (take screenshot, run, etc.) are located on the top. Furthermore, each
picture upon double-click opens a whole setting list for the current region or image.

Fig. 1 Sikuli script appearance
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And what lies beneath the interface? It turns out that inside one .sikuli script lays a whole bunch of files.
It creates a folder to store images as .png files, .html file to show the script with images and .py
executable to run. When the script is executed, it invokes Java libraries it needs and runs using Java
virtual machine, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig.2 Sikuli hierarchy

Scripts’ two main functions are to perform mouse movements and clicks and press buttons of a
keyboard, as well as to find images. Keyboard and mouse actions are handled by Java Robot class. The
pattern matching algorithm is implemented in C++ using OpenCV, which is an open-source computer
vision library.
But the whole approach to the image recognition here is not too simple. It is a hybrid method
that uses template-matching for finding small patterns and invariant feature voting for finding large
patterns. To be more specific, small images like buttons or icons are targeted as whole, applying
grayscale or multiple scales to detect color change or resized version. But validating the whole picture
for a dialog box or a window would be a waste of resources. In such case an algorithm based on
invariant local features is utilized. This algorithm learns from a set of invariant local features extracted
from a training pattern (a screenshot of a GUI element) and derives an object model that is invariant to
scale and rotation. Encoded in the object model is the location of its center relative to each local feature.
To detect this object model in a test image (screen), we first extract invariant features from the image.
For each feature, we can look up the corresponding feature in the object model and infer where the
location of the object center is if this feature actually constitutes a part of the object. If a cluster of
features consistently point at the same object center, it is likely these features actually form an object.
Such clusters can be identified efficiently by voting on a grid, where each feature casts a vote on a grid
location closest to the inferred object center. We identify the grid locations with the most votes and
obtain a set of hypotheses. Each hypothesis can be verified for its geometric layout by checking
whether a transformation can be computed between this hypothesis and the training pattern based on
the set of feature correspondences between the two. The result is a set of matches and their positions,
scales, and orientations, relative to the target pattern [4, 5].
As we can see, the approaches it uses are universal in general, allowing them to be used
relatively easy on any platform. Also, usage of Java virtual machine makes it possible to run scripts on
different operating systems – Mac OS, Windows, Linux and even Android. Even though we still
require an intermediate system to create script, windowed nature of Android system when it is viewed
on personal computer, either emulated or mirrored from connected device running on Android, allows
us to perform all the basic tasks with Sikuli script, written as if it is simple application, which will be
further discussed in this text.
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3. Related test tools
One of the Sikuli script’s advantages is that it basically allows black-box GUI testing – that is,
we don’t need to know anything about the program, except for appearance and visual behavior. For
Windows or Mac OS applications, most of which are close-coded, we don’t need to know the source
code, name and position, system calls it invokes, or dig into the byte code to simulate its behavior.
Most of the testing applications created by the time this was written, require one or more of the above,
thus limiting themselves either to narrow set of tasks and/or single platform, like Windows (AutoIt) or
Android (Robotium) etc. Table 1 gives a comparison of the notable existing tools.
Table 1 Various testing tools

Criteria
Open Source

AutoIt

Whyline

CoScripter

GUITAR

No

No

Yes

Platform

Windows (version
has effect, too)

No
Java supporting platforms
or Alice (3D programming
environment)

Firefox (extension)

Any (different tools)

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes (storing user activity)

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Partly (single browser
window activities only)

Yes

No

Yes (Answers certain
questions)

No

Yes (logs and
graphs)

Tested App code
needed
Provides IDE
Simple script
syntax
Standalone
scripts
Works in
background
Analyzes internal
App structure
Restricted to one
application
Feedbacks user

Open Source
Platform
Tested App code
needed
Provides IDE
Simple script
syntax
Standalone
scripts
Works in
background
Analyzes internal
App structure
Restricted to one
application
Feedbacks user

Robotium

NativeDriver

Sikuli

Yes
Android

Yes
Android, iOS (two tools)

Yes
Any (same tool)

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes (mostly)

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No
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Autoit [6] uses basic-like syntax to write scripts for simple tasks’ automation and now has
functions and features that allow it to be used as a general purpose scripting language. Its features
include:
• The usual high-level elements for functions, loops and expression parsing
• A staggering amount of string handling functions and a Perl compatible regular expression
engine (using the PCRE library).
• COM support
• Call Win32 and third-party DLL APIs
• gets information on and interact with edit boxes, check boxes, list boxes, combos, buttons,
status bars without the risk of keystrokes getting lost
• also allow you to create some complex GUIs
Its weaknesses include strong coupling with applications’ or buttons’ names and lack of mechanism to
prevent unlimited waiting.
The Whyline [7] is a debugging tool that allows programmers to ask "Why did" and "Why
didn't" questions about their program's output. Programmers choose from a set of questions generated
automatically via static and dynamic analyses, and the tool provides answers in terms of the runtime
events that caused or prevented the desired output. Debugging at the stage of development with the
help of this tool becomes significantly faster and easier. Unfortunately, it has limited choice of possible
questions to the code output, as it is still at the early stage of development.
CoScripter [8] is a system for recording, automating, and sharing processes performed in a web
browser. They are recorded and stored in easy-to-read text on the CoScripter web site, so anyone can
make use of them. Additionally, there is an extension called CoScripter Reusable History – a tool,
which records everything you do on the web and captures a log of your web browsing activity in the
CoScripter language. You can review your history to find actions that you do often, convert sequences
of actions into reusable scripts, and share them with your friends. But, it is unable to operate upon
dynamic changes inside the webpage (Flash, Java applets etc.)
GUITAR stands for GUI Testing frAmewoRk, a model-based system for automated GUI
testing [9]. It provides four basic tools: the platform-specific Ripper launches and interacts with the
target application to discover relationships between GUI components, dumps out a large volume of
application-specific information; Model Converters convert the raw output of the Ripper into wellunderstood graphical abstractions of event relationships; Test Case Generators traverse the graphical
models in interesting ways to produce sequences of events that may be executed as test cases; the
platform-specific Replayer executes test cases on the target application, logging any resulting crashes
and a large volume of GUI information (the same details originally produced by the Ripper). By the
platform-specific here is meant that different tools are to be used, related to the platform of interest. For
example, iPhoneGUITAR and AndroidGUITAR are for iPhone and Android handheld devices
respectively, etc.
This tool also generates generalized model of the application in terms of its internal relations
between components. This is done by Model Converters and later processed by Test Case Generators,
which are platform-independent, operating with XML files. Moreover, GUITAR provides the Eventflow Graph (EFG), a directed graph model of the GUI. For example, an open source UML (Unified
Modeling Language) modeling tool ArgoUML [10] will look as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 GUITAR creates a figure to illustrate internal structure and relations of the program under test

Another interesting fact about GUTAR project is that it actually has a symbiosis version with
Sikuli. The idea behind the partnership of the GUITAR and Sikuli projects is to enhance the existing
GUITAR tools (namely the GUIRipper and GUIReplayer) by adding image-based functionality [11].
GUITAR, probably due to rather early stage of development, also has several major limitations:
it is unable to operate between applications and has undercooked documentation.
Robotium is a test framework created to make it easy to write powerful and robust automatic
black-box test cases for Android applications [12]. An environment to write testing projects is needed,
such as Eclipse, which then uses Robotium documentation and libraries. This also binds each test
project with single application to be tested, which is specified in project settings. From the other hand, it
is less vulnerable to the errors as it is built to perform straightforward tasks. But, it has difficulties with
Flash or web applications.
NativeDriver is an implementation of the WebDriver API which drives the UI of a native
application rather than a web application [13]. WebDriver exposes browser functionality as a clean,
object-oriented API [14]. It uses whichever mechanism is most appropriate to control the browser. In
those cases where automation through the browser isn't enough, WebDriver can make use of facilities
offered by the Operating System.
Native driver aims to reuse UI testing API, giving new possibilities to those accustomed with
usage of the WebDriver and attracting new users, providing a relatively simple tool for application
testing. Android NativeDriver uses Instrumentation to monitor and manipulate the application under
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test. Instrumentation is a set of control methods or "hooks" in the Android system. These hooks control
an Android component independently of its normal lifecycle. They also control how Android loads
applications [15]. To overcome the limitations of internal Android applications, NativeDriver uses an
ADB (Android Debug Bridge) connection to include certain features like injecting events across
applications or adding screenshot support.

Fig. 4 Native Driver’s testing framework

As well as Robotium, it needs an environment such as Eclipse to make the test scripts. Two
NativeDriver libraries are then built to serve perform the test. First, server-standalone.jar is linked to
an Android application, and runs on the Android device (or emulator). This is the NativeDriver server,
and it listens for requests to automate the application, such as “start an activity” or “click a UI element”.
Second, client-standalone.jar is linked to the test, which is the NativeDriver client. It implements a
WebDriver API which communicates with the server. These two jar packages are represented by the
yellow and green components in Fig. 4 - yellow is code that is reused from Selenium WebDriver.
Green is the original code from NativeDriver.

4. GUI testing with Sikuli
4.1 Windows testing
As the tool was originally designed for desktop systems, it would be rather unfair to judge its
performance by looking only at how it works on Android emulator or remote device. Thus, in order to
understand the nature of Sikuli and evaluate its performance, several scripts were written to work on
the Windows system. Additional script was made to perform consecutive runs (>100), generate reports,
and clean up the environment in case of error or failure of one of the script’s iterations. Two different
systems, Windows XP and Windows 7 were used as environments for practically same scripts in order
to check Sikuli Script reusability as well. Different hardware was used with two systems – Win XP was
run on Athlon II X2 255 3.10 GHz processor with 4 GB of RAM (3.25 GB usable); Win 7 used Intel
Core 2 Duo 2.7 GHz processor with 2 GB of RAM. To make two systems closer to each other, first had
some applications working in the background. Browser activities were performed on Chrome, Skype
was chosen as an IM client, while FileZilla was used for FTP interactions. All of the abovementioned
applications exist in similar form on different operating systems. Some of the test results are shown in
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Table 2. In most cases, scripts required some modifications in order to improve their performance, like
including additional checks or extending waiting time. Two cases in Table 2 – Browser and Start menu,
were tested before and after modifications, which were partially operating system-specific. Surprisingly,
these modifications hadn’t increased average execution time by more than 10%. It turned out that
scripts’ performance was independent from the platform, even though parts of the scripts were changed
to suit the new environment, which may have different size, shape and color of the system’s control
elements. Thus, reusable script would mean the one which only acts upon application, without getting
to work with the environment. Another finding was that the size of the script, or, to be more precise,
number of steps in it, had significant impact only when the scripts were basic and thus fast. Number of
errors usually did not overgrow 15%, which should be considered as a good result.
Table 2 Error rate and execution time for different scripts

Browser
Operating ver 1
system
error time

Browser
ver 2

Start menu
ver 1

Start
ver 2

error time

error

error time

time

menu

Explorer

Settings

error time error time

Win XP

>70% average 15%

average >50% small 0%

small 10% large 12% average

Win 7

30%

average >50% small 1%

small 8%

average 14%

large 14% average

Screenshot

Image

Text

IM

console

FTP client

error

time

error time

error

time

error time

error time error time

Win XP

9%

average 15%

large

0%

small 5%

small 3%

small 25% average

Win 7

9%

average 13%

large

0%

small 3%

small 2%

small 20% average

On average, the errors were caused by image recognition failures (missing correct image or text
– 42%, using wrong image – 23%), timing issues (test run goes faster or slower than the initial script
upon creation – 27%), and unexpected events (such as windows error message or loosing focus to
another application – 8%). These numbers might not be extremely precise, as some errors were caused
by either one or several of the abovementioned cases.
Another thing worth mentioning is the load Sikuli scripts put on the system resources. Of course,
for modern front-end system 300-400 megabytes of the operating memory and 30-50% usage of the
CPU might not sound as a heavy load, especially considering that 2 scripts actually run at the same
time, but it still leaves the strong feeling that something about the implementation is not optimal.
Moreover, it shows that current stage of image-recognition technology is still not efficient enough to be
considered as mature and available for wide usage. It has a clear precision-resource tradeoff: the more
accuracy you need, the more workload you put on the system.

4.2 Android testing
As mentioned above, Android GUI testing might be performed as if it is an application window,
regardless of the Android environment version or source (emulator or connected device). Several
example scripts were made and executed on the Android simulator, like the one on Fig. 5a. Tests were
made on Android version 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, with no significant difference in the performance. Of course,
there were some specific problems associated with Android testing on the emulator. Some cases caused
unexpected errors resulting in crash of the system, and the task completion on the emulator is usually
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slower than in the regular application, partially because Eclipse and Android system require big part of
the system resources, fighting for those with Sikuli script.

Fig. 5 Basic Script to perform Android testing using emulator before (a) and after adjustment (b)

During the execution of the script on the Android emulator, its small icons and similar color
pattern caused high percentage of error, ~50%, where about 4/5 are due to image mismatch. To reduce
the error rate, additional parameters were used to narrow down the searching region or increase
similarity coefficient, as shown in Fig. 5b. Being a quite basic tool, an emulator doesn’t give big
variety of applications and functions to be tested, thus only several average-time test cases were run
multiple times in order to check the performance. Their error rates were within 22-27% with about 50%
caused by image mismatch, 25% image or text recognition failure, 20% timing issues and 5% on
unexpected events. Even though the rate is higher than for Windows system, it is still quite good
considering that there aren’t many testing tools for Android, while the existing ones have very limited
capabilities.
More sophisticated way of Android GUI testing with the help of Sikuli had been introduced by
EBL (Embedded Benchmarking Lab) project. Its main purpose is to make testing framework which
will be more efficient, and could include such features as User activity recording and error handling. It
was designed to use two systems – Desktop and Android device linked by an androidscreencast tool to
perform interactions between them and help with the recording. Androidscreencast [16] is the desktop
application to control an Android device remotely using mouse and keyboard. It should work on
Windows/Linux/MacOS with any Android device, which has to be rooted in order to be controlled by
keyboard and mouse.
Designed workflow basic components are shown in Fig. 6. Desktop system is used to generate
the test case by performing mouse moves or clicks, as well as keying in something. Androidscreencast
not only sends the commands to the connected Android device, but also sends back to the Desktop a set
of events, which are then processed to generate a script based on Jython and Sikuli libraries to be saved
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as a test case. When the script is ready, it may be used as a single test unit or unite with other scripts –
in both cases, it is run on Android system through the screencast to generate an event log. Later on this
event log might be used to find errors and potentially their cause, or to classify outcomes into
categories, comparing timing/precision within or amongst them.
Desktop System
Generate test case
Transform into
script
Process the log

Android System
androidscreencast

Run test case
Generate log

Fig. 6 Sikuli-based testing framework

Such system design eliminates two of the basic Sikuli limitations: inability to record the test
cases as performed by the user to form scripts, which are later on processed to make test cases; and lack
of analysis of the output result. Thus, it makes the tester’s work easier, giving the ability to perform
more tests rather than spend too much time on one. Moreover, some additional features like grouping
the test cases may be added to extend the tool’s possibilities even further.

5. Conclusion
Sikuli is a powerful cross-platform open source tool mainly used for GUI testing automation.
Even though it is still under development, it already shows a great potential, in a way being a unique
tool to automate user-computer interaction, providing such good testing techniques as unit testing,
while supporting the others as well. After working with Sikuli and other testing tools, the following
conclusions could be made:
1) Sikuli tool’s error rate and resource usage is not perfect, and its interface might
seem a bit raw, but, being an open-source tool, it has a great chance to develop
rapidly.
2) Among others, the following features, present in other tools, might be included to
make it better: script recording, more sophisticated error handling, support of
different keying schemes (languages), graphical application representation, etc.
3) As Sikuli library gives a great basement for future development, new interesting
projects are meant to be unveiled in the nearest future.
4) At the current stage, a lot of different graphical testing tools were made, but none of
them has the full functionality, simplicity and great reliability. In case of the
handheld OS the situation is even worse, partially because this side began to
develop not so long time ago.
5) Making a new testing tools, as well as improving the existing ones, has a great
potential for researchers and developers. Even though currently it might be
considered as rather immature, but it is still a very important part of the software
development process.
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